DSX Mobile Command

Smart Phone Application

DSX Mobile Command brings the power of the DSX Workstation program to the convenience of a Smart Phone. This Smart Phone application enhances the daily operation of the DSX System. The Mobile Command feature allows the activation of custom predefined commands, the locking/unlocking of doors, control of alarm points, and the monitoring of system events from a mobile but secure application. Apple™ and Android™ compatible.

Global functions such as Building, Campus and District Lockdown, Incident Response Reconfiguration and even repetitive chores such as momentarily unlocking a door or granting access to a gate can be programmed into Command buttons for easy activation.

An Administrator can lockdown any school in the district or every school from one Command button. Each building or an entire campus can be controlled quickly through this Smart Phone application using WiFi or mobile cell service.

The DSX Mobile Command application is a great fit for school districts and universities and also for hospitals and commercial businesses.

Each Mobile Operator is defined in WinDSX and assigned the appropriate commands and privileges that provide the convenient interaction, supervision, and monitoring of all points of protection, and doors under their responsibility.

The DSX Mobile Command can be configured with custom command buttons like you see in the example to the right. These buttons can be configured to do most anything the system allows. The Commands page can consist of one button or pages of predefined buttons.

Once the Mobile Operator logs into the system, they are brought to the Commands Screen. The mobile operator can be restricted to this screen only. If allowed, the operator will be able to access the menu and the other Mobile Command features.

DSX Mobile Command has an Event screen where system activity can be monitored. System events such as Access Granted, Access Denied, and Alarms can be seen in real time.

DSX Mobile Command is a standard feature of both the Access and SQL versions of software. It is an easy upgrade to all DSX Systems.

The Mobile Command is a great tool for the on-the-go administrator, security professional, and field technician.

DSX Mobile Command is available for both Android™ and Apple™ devices.
Service
For the technician, Mobile Command can greatly assist in the commissioning and testing of doors and system components. The status and control of individual Inputs and Outputs is available wherever the technician might be. When a Door is selected, a Door View is shown that provides the live status and control of the Reader, Lock Output, Door Position, and REX Inputs.

Door View
The Door View gives real time annunciation and control to a reader controlled door. Everything about the Door in one convenient view.

Events
Real Time Event Monitoring with a dynamic Event Filter allows the operator to select all Doors at all Locations, all Doors at a selected Location, or a selected Door at a selected Location. This provides a means for the user to see all system activity or just events from the Doors they desire. The Event window scrolls all Events and the Alarm window scrolls alarms only.

Search
The Search feature allows for Event History to be searched by Name, Card Number, and by Door. Wild Card Searches * can be used to assist in finding the correct card holder or door. Card Holders can also be De-Activated (disabled) or Activated (enabled) from the Search feature.

Requirements
PC / Server
.Net 4.5.1

DSX Software
Access - DSX Version 5 and higher
SQL - DSX Version 6 and higher

Mobile Devices
Android™ Version 6 or higher
Apple IOS™ Version 9 or higher

Security
DSX Mobile Command uses AES256 encryption for security.